
Cordless hand blender stilo⁷
selected design
Details 
- cordless, battery-operated hand blender
- full metal construction 
- LED battery level indicator
- three speed settings
- two-finger switch-on safety system
- automatic safety shut-off in case of overloading
   or overheating
- universal cutter made of stainless steel: used to
   blend most foods
- blending cup made of plastic
- warranty: 2 years*
- product made in Germany

Technical features 
- Plug-in power supply unit for charging station:
   input voltage 100-240 V
- Lithium-ion-battery: 7.2 V; 2.1 Ah
- TÜV-Rheinland/GS, CE

- Hand blender incl. charging station:
   width 15.0 cm height 44.0 cm depth 15.5 cm
- weight: 1.7 kg

- Hand blender:
   width 6.0 cm height 42.0 cm depth 7.0 cm
- weight: 1.0 kg

Subject to change without notice.
*The 2-year manufacturer's warranty applies to all devices sold within the European Union. Your legal warranty claims according to § 437 ff. BGB 
(German Civil Code) remain unaffected by this regulation. You can view the warranty conditions at https://www.ritterwerk.de/warranty.

Item-No. / GTIN / PU / PU-GTIN
silver:  628.001 / 40 04822 62801 1 / 2 / 40 04822 00019 0
black:  628.060 / 40 04822 62860 8/ 2 / 40 04822 00020 6
red:  628.065 / 40 04822 62865 3/ 2 / 40 04822 00022 0
gold:  628.070 / 40 04822 62870 7/ 2 / 40 04822 00024 4
light gold: 628.075 / 40 04822 62875 2/ 2 / 40 04822 00026 8
light brown: 628.080 / 40 04822 62880 6/ 2 / 40 04822 00028 2
dark brown: 628.085 / 40 04822 62885 1/ 2 / 40 04822 00030 5



Cordless hand blender stilo⁷
the cordless one
The new stilo⁷ hand blender guarantees absolute freedom in the kitchen with its cordless design. The lithium 
ion battery’s operating time depends on the respective kind of food that needs to be cut. It lasts about 20  
minutes while puréeing liquid or creamy foods like soups and about 15 minutes while chopping raw vegeta-
bles or while preparing doughs. The hand blender is kept in its own charging station – that way, it is always 
ready to hand and is recharged automatically after every use as soon as it is put away. ritterwerk has equip-
ped their hand blender with a lithium ion battery that is gently and slowly charged without being overcharged 
thanks to its intelligent charging technology. This charging technology ensures a longer battery life. After 
use, simply put the stilo⁷ into the charging station and keep an eye on the LED indicator signalling the battery 
charging status.

As with all ritter products, stilo⁷ is made in Germany and pro-
vides great material quality. The pins at the blender keep the 
food you want to chop in place in order to guarantee ideal  
results. The mixer unit has an open shape to prevent clog-
ging when chopping hard foods. The simple operation of the 
stilo⁷ hand blender with the tried-and-tested two-finger safe-
ty switch-on technology prevents accidental switch-on and 
guarantees safety. The hand blender can only be activated 
by pressing both buttons and becomes inactive if one of the 
buttons is released. The overload protection feature protects 
the motor and automatically switches the device off in case of 
overheating or blocking of the blade.

In order to be able to cope with a very wide range of foods, 
there is the universal cutter as the standard attachment for 
chopping up and puréeing of most foods. Optimal processing 
is achieved in the blending cup made of plastic because it is 
ideally suitable with its tall, narrow shape. It is also possible to 
use a shallow, wide container, though. In addition, the hand 
blender can work at three different speed settings. For the 
cordless hand blender stilo⁷, there is a whipping disk, a stirring 
disk, a cutting knife and another blending cup made of stain-
less steel available for delivery as optional accessories. The 
attachments are suitable for dishwashers, but this may cause 
the blades to become blunt.


